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Across

7 A 19 and French 
engineer about 
first bar (8)

8 Sounds like 
logically one or 
the other (but not 
both) to model 
spur (6)

10 What the...?  
Both have 19 (5)

11 Vague measure 
doesn't start to 
take in summary 
(9)

13 Eastern city 
holds small 
predators with a 
twist in the tail 
(5)

15 See background 
after special 
educational 
needs post (4)

16 1922 and 1930? 
(4)

18 What happens at 
19 (although 
some say it 4) if 
disaster strikes! 
(3,4,6)

22 Even, odd - any 
is acceptable for 
periods (4)

23 Place to sell 
back vehicle (4)

25 Shell of church, 
unfinished once 
inside (5)

27 Strained my son 
about badger, 
fox or gorilla, for 
example (9)

28 Shark tender (5)

30 After 22, things 
could be 
different (6)

31 We hear you 
entering party, 
given in farewell 
to Roman, dear 
(8)

Down

1 Beats taking sea 
back for 4 riders 
(7)

2 Talking point 
sounds like this? 
(4)

3 Barely with an 
element of 
fortune (9)

4 Starts to pray if 
not satisfied at 
the outset (6)

5 Do very well at 
19, by the sound 
of it! (5)

6 Almost 
broadcast the 
endless oath (7)

9 Oil producer's 
low point 
reversed 
heartlessly for 
supporter of the 
Protectorate (9)

12 Of home spun 
ice cream, the 
talk of ancient 
Carthage (5)

14 Harvestman will 
genuflect, we 
hear, to offspring 
(4,5)

17 19 at last, I meet 
Roman Catholic 
on centre of 
triumph (9)

19 Centres of rifts 
grown large 
often rhyme with 
4 10s (5)

20 Correcting 
Miliband - "with 
it" in Gordon's 
head (7)

21 This took first 
lady to criminals 
(7)

24 Accident on the 
motorway at 
Lake District 
location (6)

26 High mix of 19 
changing 
direction (5)

29 Celebration for 
19, 2 unknown 
(4)


